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Formal massless euclidean q~4-theory nthe adele group is defined. It is shown that ¢4-theory isrenormalizable upto the third 
order in perturbation theory. 
Recently there have been a number of papers which 
discuss a possible use of p-adic numbers and adeles 
in string theory, statistical physics, quantum me- 
chanics [ 1-10]. There is a conjecture, coming from 
number theory, predicting an eventual synthesis of 
real and p-adic mathematical physics based on the 
adele language [3,4,9,10 ]. For example, the descrip- 
tions of  the real and p-adic fixed points of the 
Wilson renormalization group are very similar [7-  
10]. The aim of this letter is to define ~0~-theory on 
the adele space within the frame work of perturba- 
tion theory. We shall see that this theory has some 
non-trivial features. 
Let A d be a d-dimensional dele group, i.e., A d is a 
set of all sequences (x~, x2 ..... Xp .... ) =x  with xo~e~ d,
Xp sO d, and x v sZp ~ for almost all prime p. Here R d is 
a real d-dimensional space; ©] is a p-adic d-dimen- 
sional space, d d. 77p={XeQp. [Xp[p <<. l}, where IXplp= 
' I,,, x,, (x~', -- Xp), [ ]p isap-ad icnormon max/ ] xp ..., 
©p. We also denote by A~ the set of sequences (x2 ..... 
xp, ...), where XpeY_dp for almost all p (adeles without 
real components). Let us define the module of the 
adele x by 
Ixl = lx~ l~ lx212 ... Ixplp ... , (1) 
where I [~ is the usual real norm on ~d. One can show 
that for d> 1 the Haar measure of adeles with zero 
module is equal to zero, but for d= 1 the measure of 
the corresponding set is equal to one. The function 
Ixl% o~e~ is well defined as a distribution on the 
Schwartz-Bruhat space S (A d) of all functions on A d 
that are representable as finite linear combinations 
of elementary functions. We recall that the elemen- 
tary funct ionf (x)  is defined as 
f (x )  =fo~(xo~)f2(x2) ...fp(Xp) .... (2) 
where f~(xo~)es(Ra) , fp (Xp)SS(Qd) ,  p=2,  3, 5, ..., 
and for all p, except a finite number fp(xp)=)~(x~) 
is a characteristic function ofT] d. We denote by S(~ a) 
the Schwartz space on ~a and by S(© d) the space of 
test functions fp (xp) satisfying the following two re- 
quirements: (1) the function fp(Xp) is finite, i.e., 
supp fp is a compact set; (2) there exists n (depend- 
ing on f )  such thatfp(xv)=fp(yp) if [Xp--yplp<~p n. If  
f (x )  is an elementary function then 
( I x [~, f )  = J ]X~ I~f~(x~)  dx~ 
where dxoo is the Lebesgue measure on Nd, dxp is the 
Haar measure on ©d, normalized such that 
mes(Z d) = 1. It is easy to see that 
(Ix~ IF, Zo ) - j [xv IgZ~(x~) dxp 
= 7.'p( a + d) [ 7'p( d) ] - ' . 
So, if d>l  and a>O,  then the infinite product 
f i r  ( [xp[ '~,Zp)  converges and is equal to 
~(a+d)~-~(d) ,  where ~(a)  is the Riemann zeta- 
function. One can prove that the infinite product (3) 
also converges and extends to a meromorphic func- 
tion of a. Moreover, ~(d)  ~-~(a+d) ( ]x l '~ , f )  is 
an entire function of a, where 7S(a) = ~P~(a)~(a),  
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